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Abstract- Multi-core processors are now dominating in real time systems due to energy and thermal considerations. Fixed 
priority scheduling with task splitting in multi-core real time system has been taken into account widely and dynamic voltage 
scaling has also been considered as in [7]. Current approaches have not taken into consideration approaches such as fault 
tolerance. In this paper, we try to achieve energy savings by dynamic voltage scaling and fault tolerance by checkpointing.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Multi-core processors are the processors in which 
there is a single computing element and two or more 
independent CPUs called cores. They have been 
widely used in real time systems, embedded systems 
etc. Scheduling with such architecture is critical for 
the performance of the system. Fixed priority 
scheduling algorithms for multi-core real time system 
have been proposed in the recent years [5], [6], which 
include the partitioned/splitted task also. Energy 
saving techniques like dynamic voltage scaling has 
been introduced in multi-core real time system but 
fault tolerance has not been taken into account much. 
 
II. ISSUES WITH DVS AND FAULT 

TOLERANCE 
 
A. DVS 
Since we have splitted task also we employ dynamic 
voltage scaling by first scheduling the task and then 
applying the DVS, which is based on the previous 
DVS approaches.  
 
B.  Fault tolerance 
Fault tolerant scheduling refers to the correct 
execution of the user program and also the system 
software in the presence of faults. It is achieved by 
checkpointing and roll back recovery. Checkpoint is a 
specific stage at which the system saves its state in a 
secure device. If a fault occurs the system roll backs 
to the most recent checkpoint and resumes its 
execution from there. If no fault arises checkpointing 
increases the task execution time, but it decreases the 
re-execution time in case of faults by not having the 
need to execute from the beginning. There are two 
reasons for combining the DVS and fault tolerance.   
 
C.  Reasons 
First reason is that increased processor speeds result 
in thermal stresses in the system (processor) which 
results in transient faults. Examples of transient faults 

include errors caused by cosmic rays and high energy 
particles. The second reason is due to the need of 
meeting the task deadline in the presence of faults in 
real time systems. 
 

Fig-1 Illustration of checkpoint and recovery 
 

D.  Secure storage 
Checkpoints need to be stored in a secure and stable 
storage which ensures the recovery data to persist in 
all kind of faults. Among SRAM, DRAM and ROM, 
DRAM is used for storing the checkpoints. Since 
ROM is a read only memory, SRAM is used for 
storing the frequently accessed and time critical 
storage such as caches and DRAM is chosen due to 
enough space and fast read-write. 
 
E.  Saving of a checkpoint 
Saving a checkpoint for a task includes saving the 
process’s state including the program counter and 
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stack pointer state, operating system state and the 
process’s data segments. 
 
III. PRELIMINARIES 
 
A.  Task model 
We consider a task set T= (T1, T2……, Tn) of n real 
time periodic tasks, where task Ti= (Ci, Pi, Di). Here, 
Ci is the execution time, Pi is the period and Di is the 
deadline. For a task which is not splitted, its deadline 
is equal to its period. In the case of a subtask of a 
splitted task its deadline is less than its period, so as 
to leave some time for other remaining subtasks. 
Priorities are set for tasks according to their subscript 
as if Ti<Tj, that means Ti has a higher priority than Tj 
if i<j. The utilization of each task is defined by 
Ui=Ci/Ti. The total utilization is given by Utotal=∑Ui. 
The task which have been broken down into various 
parts are called splitted task and all their subtasks 
except for the last subtask are called inner subtasks 
and the last subtask is called an end subtask. For a 
task Ti,Ti

j denotes the jth subtask of task Ti. The 
entire subtask must be synchronized, that is subtask 
Ti

j+1 must not start before subtask Ti
j or we can say 

that the time for the former must be less than the 
later. 
 
B.  Analysis of a task with checkpoints 
With checkpointing we need to save and retrieve a 
checkpoint when a fault arrives. Let S be the total 
number of faults. Let the time to save a checkpoint be 
Fc and the time to retrieve the checkpoint be Fr. 

 
C.  Considering the case of a single task. 
 Let Ө= C/n be the interval to insert the checkpoint 
where C is the execution time of the task and n be the 
number of checkpoints. Without the checkpoints the 
execution time for a task is equal to C but with 
checkpoints the execution time is extended to include 
Fc and Fr. In case of a fault, the system must be 
rollback to the most recent checkpoint and that 
checkpoint must be retrieved. Extra time to fetch a 
checkpoint is (Ө+Fr).If the fault occurs during 
checkpoint saving, than the extra time required is (Ө 
+Fc+ Fr). Let S1 be the faults that occurred while 
saving checkpoint, S2 be the faults while retrieving 
checkpoints and S3 be the faults when the actual 
computation was done. Considering all the extra time 
we have the response time (R) equal to R=C +S3 
(Ө+Fr) + S1(Ө+Fc+ Fr) +nFc+ S1Fc. Solving the 
equation gives the response time as         
R=C+Fc(n+S1)+(Fc+Fr)Ө+SFr,where S=S1+S2+S3 [4]. 
 
D.  Response time for k faults in a job 
In [3] we find that the response time for a task is 
equal to its own execution time and the execution 
time of the entire higher priority jobs. Therefore 
response time Ri for a task Ti=Ci+Ch. Here, Ch is the 
execution time of all higher priority jobs. Including 
the faults the response time for Ti=Ri+Rh.  

Here Ri=Ci+S(Fc+Fr)+niFc+SӨ and 
Rh=∑ h

Ch h+S(Fc+Fr)+nhFc+SӨ. 
   
IV. APPLYING DVS AND CHECK-POINTING 
 
A schedule is prepared and then DVS is applied on 
the scheduled task. In DVS as given in [1] , [2] 
energy is saved by reducing the frequency and the 
voltage when the task that are remaining for 
execution need lesser time than its deadline or if the 
release time of next task is after a certain duration. 
When we have a task splitted into a number of 
subtasks DVS should be applied by first taking the 
synchronous requirement into consideration. When a 
task is released its frequency is selected. With splitted 
task it is checked if it is an inner subtask or the last 
subtask. The inner subtask is executed with the 
maximum frequency in order to meet timing 
requirements of the other subtask. The end subtask is 
executed by selecting a frequency according to the 
number of cycles left. 
A. Terms in Algorithm 

1. n=Number of checkpoints 
2. Ө=Checkpoint interval (assumed value) 
3. Vm=available time until next timeline(that is 

until the next release time or the next 
deadline) 

4. Fmax=maximum frequency 
B. ALGORITHM (DVS) 

1. DVS(): 
a. Vm=avail() 
b. f=fmax*∑Di/Vm 

2. Checkpointing(n) 
a. For every Ti 
b. N = Ci/Ө; 

3. On task release( Ti) 
a. Checkpointing(n) 
b. Apply checkpoints 
c. C_lefti=Ci 
d. Vm=avail() 
e. Allocate_cycles(Vm) 

4. If  Ti is inner subtask then 
a. f=fmax 

5. else 
a. DVS() 

6. end if 
7. On task completion 

a. C_lefti=0; 
b. Di=0 
c. DVS() 

8. While task completion(Ti): 
a. C_lefti- -; 
b. Di- -; 

9. Allocate cycles(k) 
10. For i=1 to N do 

a. If C_lefti < k then 
b. Di=C_lefti; 
c. k=k-C_lefti; 
d. else 
e. Di=k 
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f. k=0 
g. end if 

11. end for 
The above algorithm computes number of 
checkpoints for each task on its release and also 
applies DVS if the time to execute the end subtask(in 
case of splitted task) or the full task is more than its 
required time or if there is slack time left after the 
complete execution of the task. 
 
V. FEASIBILTY ANALYSIS WITH DVS AND 

CHECKPOINTING 
 
When DVS is applied then the frequency reduces by 
some extent compared to the maximal frequency. 
Therefore a task takes more time to execute and the 
response time increases. Let F’ be the frequency 
applied on the task after applying DVS. Now the 
response time will be  
Ri=(Ci/F’)+S(Fc+Fr)+niFc+(SӨ/F’) + 
∑

h
(Ch h/F’)+S(Fc+Fr)+nhFc+(SӨ/F’). 

Reducing the frequency reduces the execution time, 
so only Ci is divided by F’.Ө is divided as Ө= C/n. 
 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
The method will be implemented using c 
programming, which includes difrrent programs for 
task generation, DVS, Fault tolerance. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
An effort has been made to achieve energy savings 
along with fault tolerance in multi-core processors. 
Future work will emphasize on having a better 
approach on fault tolerance in multi-core processors. 
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